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HISTORY & CIVICS
I. Choose the correct option: (6xYz=3)
1' Which of the following instrument is believed to have invented by Amir Khusrau, the famous

musician of the Delhi Sultanate period?
(a) Sarod and table
(b) Tabla and sitar
(c) Sarangi and rabab
(d) Flute and violin

2. who was also known as the Sangeeta pitamah of carnatic music?
(a) Kanakadasa

(b) Thyagaraja

(c) Vyasaraja
(d) PurandaraDasa

3. who wrote Bhakti songs in praise of Krishna in Gujrati in the l5th century?
(a) Narsingh Mehta
(b) Meera bai
(c) Surdas

(d ) ChaitnyaMahaprabhu
4. Who is the constitutional head of the state?

(a) Governor
.(b) Chief Minister
(c) Lok Sabha speaker
(d) Prime Minister

5. Where the money bill can be introduced?
(a) In either house of the Assembly
(b) In the Vidhan Sabha
(c) Supreme court
(d) Inpanchayat

6. What is the tenure of a member of the Vidhan parishad?

(a) 5 years

(b) 10 years

(c) 2 years

(d) 6 years



II. Answer the following in short:(write two points) 

- 

(3x2=6)

I ' What are the different courts at the state level? Which court has the highest authority among them?
2. What was the language and dialect of the book Padmavat? What was its theme?

3- what were the major contributions of Amir Khusarau to music?

III. Answer the following in detail: (write four points) (4xl=4)

1. What are the powers of the governor of a state?

OR
What was the style of painting introduced by the Mughals? What are its features?

GEOGRAPHY
I. choose the correct option. (4x % =2)
1. what activities are not performed by urban people of India?

(a) Primary (b) secondary (c) Tertiary (d) Second ary anddrtiary
2. which of the following is an example of defense town in India?

(a) Varanasi (b) Jamshedpur (c) Mhow (d) puri
3. which train of France is one of the fastest trains in the world?

(a) Bullet (b) Shatabdi (c) orient express (d) TGV
4' Which two seas link the artificial canal, Suez Canal which has aided world trade in a big way?

(a) Red sea and Arabia sea

(b) Mediteffanean sea and pacific ocean
(c) Red sea and Mediterranean sea

(d) Indian ocean and Red sea

II. Answer the following in short: (write two points) 13x2=6)

1. Distinguish between waterways and marine waterways.

2. What do you understand by the term human settlement? How did settlements emerge?

3. How are roads classified in India?

III. Answer the following in detail: (4xl=4)

1' What are the different kinds of urban settlements? Explain any three settlements with examples.


